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Examining the cooling of hot nuclei
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Energy spectra have been measured for helium and hydrogen isotopes emitted from highly excited residues
produced in central129Xe 1 natCu collisions atE/A530 MeV. The observed differences between the spectra
for 3He and 4He nuclei can be attributed to the time dependent evaporative cooling of the residues. This
cooling dynamics is also reflected in a characteristic dependence of isotope ratios on the kinetic energy of the
emitted particles in reasonable agreement with present evaporative models.@S0556-2813~98!50302-0#
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Information about the thermal properties of highly excit
nuclear systems can be extracted from the properties of
ticles emitted during their decay@1–6#. This extraction de-
pends intimately upon the assumed time scale for disinte
tion. At low-excitation energies, the time scale is long a
the system decays sequentially, emitting one particle a
another@4–6#. At high-excitation energies, the time sca
may be short enough to justify the utilization of instan
neous multiparticle decay models@1–3#. Extraction of the
thermodynamic properties of nuclei and nuclear matter
fers depending upon whether processes are assumed
sequential or simultaneous. The determination of the t
scale for emission and its influence on the properties of
decaying system is therefore essential@7#.
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Measurements of correlations between particles at sm
relative momentum have provided reasonable estimation
decay time scales@8–12#. The observation of a non
negligible decay time scale, however, does not necess
imply a cooling between successive emissions and a co
quent failure of simultaneous decay models if the decay t
scales are shorter than the equilibration time@7#. Instead,
direct observations of the variation of temperature with tim
are needed. Here, we propose using isotope ratio therm
eters to probe the cooling of highly excited nuclear syste
and successfully test this approach by studying the deca
highly excited nuclei formed in Xe1 Cu collisions. Unlike
the reactions studied by Refs.@13–16#, our system displays
neither the mass dependent energy spectra@15–18# nor the
problems with statistical interpretations@19,20# that charac-
terize rapidly expanding systems; thus descriptions
evaporative rate equations@4,5# become straightforward.

Previous studies of Xe1 Cu collisions at 30A MeV have
confirmed that emission in central collisions proceeds
both equilibrium and preequilibrium mechanisms@11#. These
investigations also suggest that particles emitted in the
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ward angles are dominated by the statistical decay of eq
brated projectilelike residues@11#. Comparisons to the se
quential expanding evaporating source~EES! model @5# and
to the instantaneous microcanonical Berlin multifragmen
tion model~BMM ! @2# were given in Ref.@11# for excitation
energies, masses, charge, and expansion velocities prov
by one-body Boltzmann Nordheim Vlasov~BNV! transport
@21# calculations. Reproduction of the measured fragm
emission velocities and small relative velocity correlatio
between two intermediate mass fragments~IMF’s 3<Z<9!
was obtained for the sequential EES model and not the
multaneous BMM model. The essential assumption of
EES model that the system cools and equilibrates betw
each sequential decay was not tested, however.

Evidence for the significance of cooling between succ
sive emissions can be obtained by comparing the rela
isotopic abundance of higher-energy particles emitted e
in the decay to the relative isotopic abundance of low
energy particles emitted after the system has cooled. To
the cooling assumption of the EES model, we have bo
barded a 5 mg/cm2 natural Cu target with the 30A MeV
129Xe beam of the National Superconducting Cyclotr
Laboratory at Michigan State University~MSU!. Isotopically
resolved light charged particles and IMF’s forZ<6 were
detected at 3°<u lab< 23° in the Multics array of 44 gas-Si
CsI telescopes@22#. Light particle energy calibrations accu
rate to 2% were obtained by irradiating each telescope w
228Th and 244Cm sources and low intensity direct1,2,3H and
3,4,6He beams. Charged particles were detected at 23°<u lab
<160° by 166 fast plastic-CsI phoswich detectors of
MSU Miniball array @23# and used to assign impact param
eters to the collisions, following Ref.@24#. By gating on
events with total charged particle multiplicities in the highe
10% of the multiplicity distribution, energy spectra fo
central collisions were obtained at forward angles 3°<u lab
<23° in this ‘‘reverse kinematics’’ Xe1 Cu reaction, cor-
responding to center-of-mass angles less than 70°.

Energy spectra, obtained in the c.m. frame by assumin
center-of-mass velocity ofvc.m.50.185c @25#, are shown in
Fig. 1 for hydrogen~upper panel! and helium isotopes
~middle panel!. All four spectra display a broad maximum
the Coulomb barrier and decrease monotonically at hig
energies. The shapes of the spectra for the two hydro
isotopes are rather similar. In contrast, the spectral shape
the two helium isotopes differ, consistent with statistical e
pectations that the ratio of the yield of weakly bound3He’s
over strongly bound4He’s will be larger for high-energy
particles emitted from the hot system than for lower-ene
particles emitted after the system has cooled. This tende
is displayed more clearly in the lower panel of Fig. 1, whe
the 3He spectrum has been normalized to coincide with
4He spectrum atEc.m.520 MeV ~open and closed circles!.
Differences between3He and 4He spectra have been prev
ously reported for other reactions@13–16#. In contrast, the
energy spectra of the hydrogen isotopes have nearly iden
shapes, as indicated by the2H and 3H spectra~open and
closed squares! that have been normalized to each other
Ec.m.510 MeV.

To examine the cooling trend quantitatively, we explor
the double isotope ratioRH2He~EK0) @26#,
li-
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RH2He~EK0!

5$Y~2H,EK0!/Y~3H,EK0!%/$Y~3He,EK0!/Y~4He,EK0!%,
~1!

whereY(AX, EK0) is the yield for isotopeAX, EK05Ec.m.,i
2Vi is the kinetic energy, neglecting recoil, of the emitt
particle in the c.m. system prior to Coulomb acceleratio
Ec.m.,i is the observed c.m. kinetic energy, andVi is the Cou-
lomb barrier. The double isotope ratio in Eq.~1! removes the
sensitivity to the isotopic composition of the system@26,27#.
After such a cancellation, the grand canonical distribut
provides that@26#

RH2He~EK0!5c exp~B/TH2He!, ~2!

where c51.59 is a constant determined by spin valu
and kinematics factors,B5Eb(4He! 2 Eb(3He! 1 Eb(2H!
2Eb(3H!514.29 MeV whereEb(AX! is the binding energy
of isotopeAX, andTH2He is the temperature of the system
breakup. In the static limit of thermal equilibrium,RH2He
~EK0! and TH2He should be independent ofEK0. For emis-
sion from a cooling system, on the other hand, one m
expectTH2He to increase withEK0.

The solid points in Fig. 2 show the double ratios extrac
from the experimental data in Fig. 1 assuming Coulomb b
riers for hydrogen and helium isotopes of 10 MeV and
MeV, respectively. The extracted ratiosRH2He ~EK0) vary
from RH2He ~EK0)'23, at low values forEK0 to RH2He

FIG. 1. ~Upper Panel!: Energy spectra, obtained in the c.m
frame for hydrogen isotopes and calculated energy spectra for2H
~solid lines! and 3H ~dashed lines! using the EES model.~Middle
Panel!: Energy spectra, obtained in the c.m. frame for helium is
topes. Calculated energy spectra for3He ~solid lines! and 4He
~dashed lines! using the EES model.~Lower Panel!: The 3He spec-
trum ~open circles! is normalized to coincide with the4He spectrum
~closed circles! at Ec.m.520 MeV and the2H spectra~open squares!
is normalized to3H ~closed squares! at Ec.m.510 MeV.
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~EK0)'10, at high values ofEK0, corresponding to a chang
in the apparent temperature,TH2He, obtained from Eq.~2!,
from TH2He' 3.9 MeV to TH2He' 5.2 MeV. This depen-
dence suggests that the nuclear systems formed via ce
129Xe 1 natCu collisions undergo an evaporative decay w
time for cooling between steps.

To determine the extent to which the observed trend m
be reproduced by a time dependent rate equation appro
the decay of residues formed in central129Xe 1 natCu colli-
sions was calculated using the EES model@5# which assumes
evaporative emission of particles from a source that is p
mitted to expand under its internal pressure. In these ca
lations, 2H, 3H, 3He, and 4He nuclei are emitted from the
hot residue or as products from the secondary decay of
ticle unstable4,5He, 5,6Li, and 6,8Be nuclei that are directly
emitted from the hot residue@28#. Residues with an initial
mass and charge ofA05175,Z0577 and an initial excitation
energy of 600 MeV and temperature of about 6.8 MeV w
allowed to expand and cool by expansion and particle em
sion. As discussed in more detail later, the parameters o
present calculations differ slightly from those in Ref.@11#
and provide a better agreement with the experimental en
spectra. Calculated energy spectra for2H ~solid lines!, 3H
~dashed lines!, 3He ~solid lines! and 4He ~dashed lines!,
shown in Fig. 1, agree best with the data at energies ab
the Coulomb barrier. Discrepancies below the Coulomb b
rier can be expected due to the classical barrier penetra
ties in the EES model@5#.

The corresponding EES calculations for the double i
tope ratio RH2He~solid lines! are shown in Fig. 2.RH2He
decreases with increasingEK0, consistent with the experi

FIG. 2. The solid points are the double ratios extracted from
experimental data. EES model calculations for the helium-hydro
isotope ratio for the full time evolution of the system~solid line!
and for a single temperature ofT55.2 MeV with ~dashed line! and
without ~dotted line! sequential feeding.
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mental trends. To demonstrate that the calculated energy
pendence ofRH2He originates mainly from the time depen
dent cooling of the hot residue, the double ratioRH2He for a
single time step att570 fm/c corresponding to a single tem
perature ofT'5.2 MeV was calculated. These calculation
shown by the dashed curve in Fig. 2, depend only weakly
EK0, in contrast to the data. To demonstrate that this w
energy dependence arises from the secondary deca
heavier particle unstable nuclei, we have performed calc
tions, also with a single temperature~T'5.2 MeV!, but ne-
glecting the feeding from the sequential decay of unsta
4,5He, 5,6Li, and 6,8Be nuclei ~dotted curve!. These latter
calculations predict a nearly constantRH2He, as expected
whenever the energy spectra are dominated by a single e
sion temperature.@In the calculations with the full time evo
lution ~solid line!, the inclusion of secondary decay lowe
TH2He by about 0.5 MeV, roughly independent ofEK0.#

The calculations shown in the present work are perform
with an initial excitation energyE* 5600 MeV which is
larger and an initial collective energyER /A50 which is
smaller than the corresponding valuesE* 5540 MeV and
ER /A50.76 MeV assumed in Ref.@11#. If we use the values
of Ref. @11# as input parameters in our calculations, t
agreement between the measured and calculated en
spectra in Fig. 1 becomes somewhat worse, but the ratio
Fig. 2 remain nearly the same.~Variations inE* , ER /A, or
A of the order of 10–15 % results in variations of less th
5% in the apparent temperature.! Thus, the main signature
for cooling is robust with respect to such model depend
uncertainties. It is noteworthy that the EES model predi
roughly 30% of the hydrogen and helium emission to oc
within 100 fm/c; thus cooling may occur before all the de
grees of freedom or decay modes of the hot residue are f
thermalized. Thus, it is likely that similar cooling process
are important for more violent and rapid multifragment d
integrations where it is often assumed that insufficient ti
exists for cooling between successive emissions. The ide
fication of cooling phenomena in more explosive collisio
@16# merits a high priority.

In summary, energy spectra have been measured for
lium and hydrogen isotopes emitted from highly excited re
dues produced in central129Xe 1 natCu collisions atE/A
530 MeV. Differences between the spectra for3He and4He
nuclei are observed that can be attributed to the time dep
dent evaporative cooling of the residues. This cooling d
namics can be tested via isotope ratio thermometers; the
sulting comparisons indicate a reasonable agreement
present evaporative models. This test provides support
similar studies of more violent and rapid multifragment d
integrations.

This work was supported by the National Science Fo
dation under Grant Nos. PHY-95-28844 and PHY-93-141
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